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Pick a

card,
any

card

•

Credit card

- are
companies
. luring college
students into

debt.
Find out what

•

Wright State is
doing about it.

2 The Guardian

BSU here for you

Wednesday, Sept. 22, 1999

Fall Fes

By Ruby Hunter
For Tbs Suardian

ampus Crim
ARSON/RELATED OFFENSES
Sept. 15: There was a
report of criminal damaging and theft reported
at the
Nutter Center.
BURGLARY
Sept. 10: A burglary
complaint was made at
Hawthorn· Hall.

LARCENCY/THEFT
Sept. 10: There was a

motor vehicle theft

Wednesday,Sept. 22

• Student Health Services is enrolling students for insurance in
the Frederick A. White
Health Center every
Monday - Friday from
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. until
October.
• Kickball on the Quad
with Phi Sigma Phi at
noon.
• Beta Theta Pi is hosting
an open house in 9
Sycamore Forest Lane at
Sp.m.
• 3 vs. 3 in the Woods
with Delta Tau Delta at 6

p.m.

· Sorority Chat with NPC
Sororities in the Forest
Lane Community Center
at 6 p.m.

Thursday,Sept.23

• The Bolinga Center; the
Asian, Hispanic, and
Native American Center
and the Women's Center

will host a welcome

complaint in Parking Lot
4.
Sept. 11: A theft was
reported in the Forest
Lane Apartments.
Sept. 13: There was a
theft complaint at
Fawcett Hall.
Sept. 14: A theft was
reported in College Park.
Sept. 15: A theft in a
locker room took place
at the Nutter Center.

Sept. 15: There was a
theft complaint in Parking Lot 12.
Sept. 16: There was a
theft complaint in Parking Lot 9.
OFFENSE OF THE PUBLIC
PEACE
Sept. 14: A false fire
alarm went off in College
Park.

The Black Student
Union (BSU) starts a new
academic year with officers elected at the end of
spring quarter who are
setting goals to make
college life easier on WSU
students.
The new officers are
Rahn Harper, a junior
political science major,
president; Julius Strahorn,
a third year MIS major,
vice-president; Tiffany
Walton, secretary; and
Cheryl Woods, treasurer.
"Our organization's
main concern is the wellbeing of incoming students, most important is
making them feel welcome and comfortable in
their new surroundings,"
said Harper.
The officers agree that
seeing to students' needs
would allow them to more
fully concentrate on
accomplishing goals they
have set for themselves

and aid in the retentio. f
returning students as
well.
Another goal for the
year is keeping students
informed on the various
cultural events that will A
be going on, both on anJIIIII'
off campus. Students can
take advantage of much
needed study breaks to
learn about others and
have some fun.
According to Harper,
the BSU schedule of
events for fall quarter is
still tentative. Students
should look for their
advertisements for upcoming events and on a
calendar posted on the
bulletin board outside the
BSU office in W03 l Student Union.
BSU also hopes to keep
students informed on
various issues at WSU and
important world issues
concerning students that
could affect their futures.
"If you need anything,
come see us. We're here.
for you," said Harper.

Campus Calendar
reception in the formal
lounge of the Student
Union from 3 - 4:30 p.m.
• An NPC recruitment
registration table will be
set up in the Greek Life
Office from 9 - 2 p.m. in
the Student Union.
• Sorority Chat with NPC
Sororities in the
Hamilton Hall Lounge at
6p.m.
• Beta Theta Pi is hosting
an open house in 9
Sycamore Forest Lane at
5p.m.
• Greek Life open house
from 10 - 5 p.m., meet in
WO 15 Student Union.
• NPHC Greek Forum at
7 p.m. in the Student
Union Atrium.
• Beta Theta Pi at the
Joker's Comedy Club at
8 p.m., meet at 9 Sy-

camore Forest Lane.
• Phi Kappa Tau Bowl-

ing, meet at 2 Sycamore
Forest Lane at 6 p.m.
• Q&A and pizza with
Phi Sigma Phi Alumni at
8 p.m., meet at 11 Sycamore Forest Lane.
· Sigma Phi Epsilon
Video Challenge at 1405
Cimmaron at 7 p.m.

Friday, Sept. 24

• NPC recruitment registration in the Student
Union from 9 - 12 :30
p.m.
• Sigma Phi Epsilon will
go to a Cincinnati Reds
Game at 5 p.m., meet at
1405 Cimmaron.
· Alpha Kappa Alpha
party in the multipurpose room at 9 p.m.
• Phi Kappa Tau Tour de
Tau at 6 p.m., meet at 2
Sycamore Forest Lane.

Saturday,Sept.25

• Sigma Phi Epsilon pool
party at noon, meet at

1405 Cimmaron.
• Beta Theta Pi will go
canoeing at noon, meet
at 9 Sycamore Forest
Lane.
· Phi Sigma Phi will have
basketball in the Woods
at noon.

Sunday, Sept. 26

• Sigma Phi Epsilon, trip
to the Air Force Museum
meet at 1405 Cimmaron
at 1 p.m.
• Football at the Student
Union with Phi Sigma Phi
at 1 p.m.

Monday, Sept. 2 7

· NPC Sorority Talk in
El56C Student Union at
6p.m.
• Sigma Phi Epsilon
cook-out in the Woods at
6p.m.
• Dinner with Phi Sigma
Phi at 2160 2E College
Park at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 28

· The Asian, Hispanic,
and Native American
Center will hold an open
house in 12 4 Allyn Hall
from 2 - 5 p.m.
· WSU Volleyball vs.
University of Dayton will
have a college I.D. night
in the Mclin Gymnasium
of the Nutter Center,
sponsored by WSU
Athletics at 7 p.m.
· Sigma Phi Epsilon golf
outing, meet at 4 p.m. at
1405 Cimmaron.
•
• Phi Kappa Tau dinner,
meet at 2 Sycamore
Forest Lane at 6 p.m.
· Phi Sigma Phi Putt-Putt
meet at 11 Sycamore
Forest Lane at 7 p.m.
Wednesday, September

29

· NPHC Dr. Michael
Gordon Lecture in Cre-.
ative Arts Building at
5:30 p.m.

Pick acard, any card

Wednesday, Sept. 22, 1999

By Leslie Benson
Assistant News Editor

Wright State University
has put into effect a new
policy against credit card
• solicitors on campus.
"Last year, David Darr,
the director of Financial
Aid and the coordinator of
Veteran's Affairs, began to
see students in the Financial Aid Office with serious
credit problems. Student
Government (SG) approached me and complained about the number
of credit card solicitors on
campus. I was alarmed to
see how big the student
debt problem was," said
Bill Shepard, director of the
Student Union.
Darr, Shepard, Steve Sherbet, associate bursar and
treasury manager, Carol
Edwards, manager of the
Wright-Patt Credit Union,
Katie Deedrich, director of
Student Life, Jared Raftery,
last year's SG president,
ffrodd Koehn, last year's SG
vice-president, Liz Conzo,
the current SG president,
Eric Schweser, the current
SG vice-president and Dr.
Dan Abrahamowicz, vicepresident of Student
Affairs all convened to
determine how serious the
credit card solicitor problem on campus was and
what steps could be taken
to handle it.
"We had a meeting with
local bankers, including the
Wright-Patt Credit Union,
Huntington Bank and
National City Bank to see ·
what they thought about
options to the credit
problems on campus," said
Shepard.
The individuals in the
meeting brainstormed and
finally came up with a
.
olicy to regulate the credit
card companies at WSU.
"We decided to impose
stricter guidelines on
vendors. Credit card
. companies can no longer
pass out incentives," said
Shepard.
"Some of the incentives
that were used in the past
by credit card companies
,aJentice students into
.. ~igning up for their card
included giving away free
beanie babies, t-shirts,

candy and phone cards.
Credit card companies
used to offer student
organizations an incentive
if they worked at their
vendor tables. For each
valid credit card application that was filled out and
returned to the company,
the student organization
would receive some money
back," said Conzo.
"Credit card vendors
would primarily set up a
table in the Student Union
or on the Quad. Some
students would apply for a
credit card just to get a
free candy bar," said

"I was given a free Tshirt as a freshman after
filling out a credit card
application. I received [the
card] a few weeks later
through the mail. It had a
$ 500 credit limit, so I
bought a lot of new
clothes. Unfortunately, I
didn't pay the credit card
bills off until eight months
later, and I ended up owing
a lot of money," said
Raftery.
"We don't want students
to be taken advantage of.
They should always be
aware of the impact of the
decisions that they make

issue," said Shepard.
After the winter quarter,
Wright State will evaluate
its new policy to see how it
is working.
"We are a state institution, so we are limited on
how we can deal with this
issue, but we are charging
credit card companies
twice the original fee of
$50 to rent out vendor
space in order to discourage them from coming
here," said Shepard.
"Right now only about
half as many students as
last year are signing up for
credit cards," said
Schweser.
"If a student can handle
it well, they can have a
positive credit history
established on their behalf," said Darr.
Shepard suggests owning
one credit card with the
lowest possible interest
rates and annual fees.
"Do not evolve into debt,
and pay off your bills each
month," said Shepard.
Students should always
gather as much information as possible before
signing for a credit card.
"Students really need to
tune into this issue. If they
C
are unsure about their
temptation to spend
CD
::a
money, they may want to
CD
:c
start off with a low credit
!;
of a few hundred
limit
a>ii
dollars," said Shepard.
.a
C
Kenyatta Nash, a certified
C
.c:
consumer credit counselor
D.
from CCCS, suggested that
if a credit card offer
sounds too good to be true,
a little too early to tell how
it probably is.
much money we will lose
"Be aware of cards that
due to our new credit card
start out with low interest
policy. The potential is to
rates that increase to
lose up to the full amount,
higher percentages later
but we are willing to forgo
on. Some students sign up
that revenue if it is of
for a card and have an
better service to
initial fee added to their
our students," said
credit card, so before they
Shepard.
ever buy anything, they
Although Shepard is not
already owe the company
aware of any other local
money," said Nash.
schools addressing the
CCCS gives relief to
issue, credit card soliciting
individuals who are in debt
on college campuses has
or are having financial
become a national concern.
troubles. They offer a Debt
"Some schools have
Management Program that
completely banned credit
teaches individuals ways to
card vendors from coming
strengthen their credit and
on campus, and others
avoid bankruptcy.
have left it the students'
"It is a lot to consider.
responsibilities to educate
themselves about the
See "credit" pg. 6

out pieces of literature
from the Consumer Credit
Counseling Service (CCCS)
that credit card vendors
are required to pass out
students.
"Reports of interactions
with the credit card vendors that are both positive
and negative should be
given to me," said Davis.
Wright State University
receives $10,000 each year
from renting out vendor
space to companies.
"The vendor program
supports our scholarship
fund and the Student
Union operating fund. It is

e

-

Shepard.
One WSU student, who
wished to remain anonymous, said there is a lot to
watch out for after her
experience with a credit
card solicitor.
"The lady changed the
amount of money that I
made each year on my
credit card application
from $4,000 to $40,000,
just to make sure that I got
the card that had the
$2,000 credit limit. She
said, 'You're a student, so
we'll ust write down that
you are in a financial
grouping with your parents
so that you get the card.' I
told her, 'Well that's just
not true.'," said the student.

concerning credit card
dealings," said Darr.
"We ask that credit card
vendors supply full disclosure on their fees and
rates. An application must
be signed by the student
and returned to the Student Union so that the
student can receive important phone numbers of
consumer credit agencies.
We started the policy at
the beginning of this
quarter, but we developed
it during the end of the
spring quarter," said
Shepard.
Pam Davis, business
manager of the Student
Union, deals with all of the
vendors that come to
Wright State. She picks
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ByRus R rence
Staff it r

As a new school year
dawns the members of
the 1999-2000 Student
Government (SG) are at
work busily preparing
to lead the student
body.
"Over the summer
we have been laying
the groundwork for
the upcoming year,
and we began by
changing the look of
the SG office, updating our archives, and
by meeting [Wright
State University]
President Goldenberg,
to discuss various
campus issues," said
Liz Conzo, president
of SG.
"The goals of this
year were discussed
and agreed upon [this
past weekend] at our
SG retreat which was
a great time for both
the cabinet and representatives to meet
and discuss a variety
of issues and concerns," said Conzo.
' Plans for the upcoming year include
the continuation of
"Operation: Hi, How
Are You?" which enables all students to
interact with many
WSU employees who
provide student services on a regular
basis. SG is currently

or

working with department directors and
supervisors to create
service evaluations.
This program will
begin on a small scale
toward the end of Fall
1999.
The publication of
faculty evaluations is
on the SG agenda as
well, but they are
waiting for the faculty

dent uovernmen.

most likely b_e on the
WSU web page and
would only be available to those in the
WSU community.
"I also want to publish a pamphlet called
"Dollars and Sense"
which will use pie
charts and graphs to
allow the students to
see where their money
is going," said Conzo.

Eric Schweser, vice-president, and Liz Conzo, president, of
Student Government.

union to discuss student evaluations.
"We have to wait
until the union negotiations are completed
before taking the
situation any further,"
said Conzo.
Publication of the
evaluations would

SG feels that various
issues dealing with
retention and the satisfaction of first year
students are important,
so by Spring 2000 they
hope to establish a new
council to address such
issues on campus.
"I would like to start

a freshman council to
hear their thoughts
and concerns, especially those dealing
with freshman orientation," said Conzo.
Besides the new
freshmen, SG wants to
establish more university communication
with all students. A
timeline program will
aid in this endeavor as a way
to inform all
students about
the changes being
made due to
campus construetion and provide
information that
will help to make
any transitions
smooth. In addition, Dr. Perry
Moore, provost,
has agreed to
help program.
"I also want to
establish 'Brown
Bag Lunches'
which will randomly select
about five students per week,
via e-mail, to sit
down and discuss
campus issues with
SG," said Conzo.
Conzo hopes this
program will be running beginning in
Winter 2000 to bring
students, student
leaders, faculty and
staff together to discuss various issues.

Local Abrasives Manufacturing Company now accepting
applications for:
1st or 2nd SHIFT / FULL or PART TIME

FLEXIBLE HOURS! Great for school schedule.

• Fint Year Pay: $7.00-$8.00/hr
• On-the-job Vocational Training
Full Time Benefits Include•..
• Medical Insurance
• 401 (k) and Profit Sharing
• Paid Vacation and Holidays
• Childcare Assistance Program
• Flexible Spending Benefit for Healthcare
• Uniform Service

All Industries Is I dru1 N smoke free l1cility.

Want to be a
writer?
The Guardian is
seeking volunteers to
cover News stories.
Call Katy at x5538 for
more information.

Fall Fest
1999

NEED M6NEY FOR COLLEGE??

Looking for positive, team-oriented people for a variety
of positions in our state-of-the-an facility.
Apply in person at: Ali Industries, Inc.
611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn
(J st off 1-675 t the State Route 235 Exit)

Other goals for this
year include continuing to work with the
Student Athletic Council to put together
programs that enco~
age participation in . ,
and attendance at WSU
athletic events including a field day in the
Spring 2000 in which
all students, faculty
and staff will be welcome to participate.
In addition, SG will
be contacting the
presidents of the
largest groups (namely
those which receive
university funding)
and inviting them to
attend the weekly SG
meetings this year.
SG will hold its
meetings every Thursday at 7 p.m. The
location varies weekly
so contact SG at 7755 508 for more information or stop by
their office in W024
Student Union.

Wright State University •

students ind music and

more on the Quad

Wednesday , Sept. 22, 1999
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right Copy: new manager and services

By AH Butler
Staff Writer

With a new manager and
even more special deals for
. dents, Wright Copy is
10oking forward to another
busy year.
Although many may
pass by the copy center,
few may realize how much
Wright Copy offers. Besides just making copies,
Wright Copy also provides
other services such as
binding and even specialty
items like T-shirts,
snowglobes and mugs

featuring customer s'
photogra phs.
"That's what we're here
for. The ultimate would
be [to provide] whatever
students need when they
walk in the door or if we
cannot make it for them
there, we'll make it for
them in our bigger duplication center," said Joy
Heishman, director of
Printing Services.
Wright Copy also offers
special discounts to
students througho ut the
school year. Currently,
the center is offering

color copies for $.49 until
October, and students are
encouraged to check
bulletin boards around
campus for the latest
deals.
"Just little things like
that can make it attractive
for us to do the the printing rather than have
[students] use their copy
card," said Heishman.
Not a commercial service
like many other copy
centers, Heishman points
out that students don't
have to pay more than it
costs the business itself.

"We're a recovery, but
we aren't trying to do more
than that. We won't be
cheaper on everything, but
we're cheaper for the
whole than a commercial
service," said Heishman.
The center's new manager, Larry Blevins, agrees
and feels that Wright Copy
is not out to compete with
any of the commercial
services, but instead to
provide a service to the
college's students.
With over seven years in
professio nal printing,
Blevins says it's importan t

Greek to speak
By Leslie Benson
Assistant News Editor

NO COVER TO GE T IN.
NO I.D. REQUIRED.
As a matter of fact, all you need is a few bucks and

our .phone number. And the numbe r is listed below.
So give us a call and discover that not all pizza is alike.

879 -PA PA

Fair born

.---------.....---:---------------------,
FREE DELIVE RY AND CARRYO UT

I

•

I

: 2 Larg e 14 inch 1-To ppin g Pizz as :
:
$13. 99
:
I
I
I
Coupon Expires 12-31-9 9
I
I
..J
_
IL ____ ____ _ ...... ____ ___ , __ ...._ ____ ____

to help give students ideas
too.
"A lot of times people
come in and they might
not be sure of what they
need, so I can kind of
direct them in the right
way. We also have down
home service and that's
what we're proud of. I
think we're customer s first
here at Wright Copy," said
Blevins.
For more informat ion on
copies or current specials
call Wright Copy at 7755784 or stop by the center
in £008 Student Union.

Dr. Michael Gordon,
the executiv e director of
the National Pan-Hell enic
Council (NPHC), will visit
Wright State Universi ty
to speak to students and
faculty.
Gordon will address
the issues of academi c
success, leadersh ip and
personal empowe rment
in his speech which will
begin with an introduc tory perform ance by the
Paul Laurence Dunbar
Chorale.
"Dr. Gordon is an
inspirati onal and dynamic man. I know he
will impact our
universi ty by his presence, encourag ing words,
and energeti c spirit,"
said Lissa Stapleto n,
presiden t of NPHC at
WSU and a member of
the Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority.
Currentl y a professo r
of music at the Indiana
Universi ty School of
Music, Gordon has spent
much of his life working
for NPHC and his own
fraternit y, Kappa Alpha
Psi. He received his
formal educatio n at
Virginia State College,
the Clevelan d Institute
of Music and Columbi a
Universi ty.
WSU's NPHC, the
Bolinga Cultural Resource Center, the Greek
Life Office and the Dayton/Mon tgomery County
Pan-Hell enic Council are
sponsori ng the event.

"I expect a very large
represen tation made up
of students , faculty,
staff and member s of the
undergr aduate and
graduate NPHC Greek
commun ity to attend,"
said Stapleto n.
NPHC is the governin g
body of nine national
African America n fraternities and sororitie s
includin g the fraternit ies
Alpha Phi Alpha, Iota Phi
Theta, Kappa Alpha Psi,
Phi Beta Sigma, and
Omega Psi Phi, and the
sororitie s Alpha Kappa
Alpha, Delta Sigma
Theta, Sigma Gamma
Rho and Zeta Phi Beta.
"I believe he will
motivate us to strive
harder to fulfill our
obligatio n to our local
and global commun ity
and spiritual ly stimulat e
us to uplift our own
persona l lives in order to
better the whole. He will
leave our students ,
faculty, staff and the
NPHC commun ity refreshed for the new year
and optimist ic about
pushing forward as a
collectiv e body to improve campus life for all
African- America n students," Stapleto n said.
The event will take
place at 5:30 p.m. on
Wednesd ay, Sept.29 in
the concert hall of the
Creative Arts Center and
will be followed by a
receptio n. For more
informa tion contact the
Greek Life Office at 7755 560.

bookstore on the Web
wsu
Online reservations simplify book buying
Wednesday, Sept. 22, 1999

Students can access
practically anything
through use of the
internet, and now the
Wright State University
Barnes and Noble Bookstore is no exception.
A bookstore website is
a new feature this year
so students can explore
all the materials in the
bookstore without waiting in line. The web page
contains a wide range of
resources such as information regarding general
questions to knowledge
on how to sell your
books back, even how to

obtain and maintain
credit.
"The greatest benefit
for the students is reserving their books
online," said Mike
Rogers, the new manager
of the WSU bookstore.
"All the students have
to do is type their schedule in the computer and
someone in the bookstore can pull up their
reservation when they
get there. It saves a lot
of time and hassle," said
Rogers.
From as early as July,
until the first couple
weeks of the quarter,
students have utilized

the computer to get their
books.
For the school spirited,
Raider wear may also be
purchased by the computer, but old-fashioned
shoppers can still find
everything that is on the
website in the bookstore
which located in the
Student Union.
The new website is
located at http://
www.bkstore.com/
wright/ and any questions or comments
regarding the bookstore
can be sent to them via
e-mail at
wright@bkstore.com or
by calling 775-5600.

"Credit" con't. from pg. 3
Many people haven't even
heard of consumer credit.
We want to educate people
about credit and which
credit card they should
choose," said Nash.
An individual credit
report and conference at
CCCS costs $ 30, and you
are required to bring a
photo I.D. with a signature.
Other than the credit
review fee, CCCS is a nonprofit organization and
their other services are
free. Donations are always
accepted.
CCCS recommends
several things for students
looking at credit card
offers.
One is to ask the right
questions before applying.
It can be a good tactic for
keeping credit under

control. Find out how
much a company's annual
fees, interest rates, and
credit limits are, as well
how their interest is calc
lated.
Also, avoid falling for
advertisements that do not
mention who issues the
credit card or that promise
to "clean up" your credit
history.
Students should learn to
budget expenses, especially
those who routinely spend
more than they earn, and it
is important to contact
creditors if making payments becomes a problem.
They can often negotiate an
acceptable payment schedule.
Call Consumer Credit
Counseling toll free at
(800) 377-2432.

Got any good story

•

ideas? Don't be stingyshare them with The

Buardian. Call x5538.

•
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Wright State University

Intramural Sports Schedule
1999-2000

Adapted Recreation Programs
Fall Quarter 1999

FALL

EVENT

DATE/TIME

BASKETBALL
FANTASY BASKETBALL (DRAFT 10/21, 4PM)
FANTASY FOOTBALL (DRAFT 10/1, 4PM)
FLAG FOOTBALL-MEN*
FLAG FOOTBALL-Co-REC & WOMEN*
Raquetball (M,W, WC)
Soccer-Outdoor (M,W,CR)*
Tennis (M,W,WC)
Volleyball - 4 on 4 (CR)*

W, 7-l0PM
NA
NA
M-W, 3-7PM
Th, 3-7pm
M, 6-l0pm
M-T, 3-7pm
TBA
Th, 7-llpm

j

Activity

....

Location

i
i

9:00 · 10:30

28-Sep

Billiards

SU Billiards Room

Th

4:00 • 5:00

30-Sep

Fttness

SU Fitness Center

M/W

9:00 - i0:30

15-Sep

Handball

Su Gymnasium

M

6:30 • 8:00

27-Sep

Quad Rugby

Nutter Center Mclin 3

Tu

6:30 · 9:00

21-Sep

Nutter Center

Th

• 9:00
7:00
... ...............

23-Sep

Nutter Center Courts

M

4:00 · 5:30

27-Sep

TBA

Tu/Th

4:00 - 6:00

21-Sep

Nutter Center Mclin 4! Tu

6:30 - 9:00

21-Sep

r Sa

9:00 • 11:00

25-Sep

Th

6:30 • 8:00

30-Sep

Tennis :
:;

wheelchair Basketball (M &W)

!

!

1 '1

What; e•11tMlll<•yak Tl'lp

........

Sept. 25
Oct. 15&16
Oct. 27
Oct. 30&31
Nov. 17

-:.

f:o.., Whet All C!AMPUe •selJITUDSN'f UNION eTtlDl'lff
SMPIOYSl'8

Wh•n• ............ ~s* 1999 - 1.2•00 ..,...
. . . . . @ •t.1•ell'f ll111MI l11f'olftl•ftoa tl. .k@ fl:SOlllft
Wh•...a • ..,..... Sdge t!al'IOe livery

Why: Thia ... • wetleo,... baek ..,...,., bl'ac.t9ht toy..,. by
fh~ et11d••• q-.1o._ hfflJNUt • .., ........hip T•.._•

...........

VOii......,. . . . . .... •vTUHNV •IPl'SMIISaft G 5=00.•
.., .eANPtle IIRMAl'ION OfflH
W._tJJAllt,IM~'I'

~
('3\;\(~
R•~~u,n••
C!••Pv1

~ c009 s1wen1 Union

-~3MO~Ol<ltln._,
06),tQo.. OH 45of3S-o.'l0l
g37n1f.-6(1lb

I Start Date

T/Th

!

Olln)OO~ T~EC 11-00

Tlme{s)

Student Union Pool

Track &Field'.
* Captain's Meeting for all team sports Tuesday, 9/28, 5-7pm

j Day(s}

Aquatics

,,r

Fall
Canoe Trip
Camping Trip
Rollerblade Workshop
Backpacking Trip
XC Ski Expo
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Wheelchair Football (R&R)

I

su·Gymnasium
SU Gymnasium

I

RECFIT RECFIT RECFIT RECFIT
Monday
11 :30-12:00
12:00-12:30
12:10-1 :00
5:30-6:15
5:30-6:15

Butts & Gutts
Classic Aerobics
Spinning
Knockout Workout
Spinning

Location
Student Union Gym
Student Union Gym
Squash Court #1
Student Union Gym
Squash Court#1

Tuesday
7:15-8:00AM
11 :30-12:15
12:10-1 :00
4:15-5:00
5:00-5:30
5:30-6:15
5:30-6:30

Step Aerobics
Body Sculpt
Spinning
Knockout Workout
Butts&Gutts
Classic Aerobics
Water Aerobics

Student Union Gym
Student Union Gym
Squash Court #1
Student Union Gym
Student Union Gym
Student Union Gym
Student Union Pool

Wednesda~
11 :30-12:00
12:00-12:30
12:10-1 :00
5:30-6:15
5:30-6:15

Butts&Gutts
Knockout Workout
Spinning
Step Aerobics
Spinning

Student Union Gym
Student Union Gym
Squash Court #1
Student Union Gym
Squash Court #1

Thursda~
7:15-8:00AM
11 :30-12:15
12:10-1 :00
4:15-5:00
5:00-5:30
5:30-6:15
5:30-6:30

StepAerobics
Student Union Gym
Body Sculpt
Student union Gym
Spinning
Squash Court #1
Knockout Workout
Student Union Gym
Butts&Gutts
Student Union Gym
Slammin Jammin Aerobics Student Union Gym
Water Aerobics
· Student Union Pool
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Nutter Center's raisin' the roof for repair
By Le eBans
Assistant ws EtfltOr

Due to problems in
its original design,
the roof of the Ervin
J. Nutter Center is
undergoing replacement.
"The Nutter Center

opened on Dec. 1,
1990. Since then we
have had leaking
problems with the
roof due to design
problems. Inappropriate foam insulation was originally
used," said John
Siehl, the director of

Wright State's very own Nutter Center

the Nutter Center.
The need for a new
roof replacement
came sooner than
expected.
"We continually fix
up the building.
Other than the new
roof, which cost
Wright State roughly
$ 1. 9 million to build,
it's nothing major.
We expect to recover
some of that money
from the manufacturers," said Siehl.
The cost of the
repairs came from a
special account.
"The Nutter Center
has a repair and
replacement account
which funds building
projects, and the
new roof was funded
this way," said Vicki
Davidson, the assistant vice-president
of Facilities Planning
and Management.

•
Roof replacement is underway at the Nutter Center.

The roofing project
is not completed yet,
but according to
Siehl, it is ahead of
schedule and will be
done by Oct. 4.
The Nutter Center
recently experienced
a few other improvements as well.

"We got new carpeting here and
there, and we paved
parking Lot 9 in
front of the McLin
Gymnasium for WSU
students who have
classes at the Nutter
Center," said Siehl.

•

•
•

Allyn Hall project well under way
or
For those who are wondering why Allyn Hall has
been shut down and converted into a construction
a this year, it's because
. ~ building is undergoing
a renovation.
"Basically everything that
was inside is completely
gone. The floors and the
former administration wing
are all totally demolished,"
said Dan Papay, assistant
director of planning,
engineering, and construction.
The crew gutting the
building stripped the floors
to remove asbestos, and
some areas of Allyn Hall
are nothing but outside
walls, lights, and necessary
equipment.
Other areas already have
studs up for new classrooms, all of which are in
or off of a hallway that
goes around all sides of the
floor unlike before

" About 90 percent of
demolition is done to get
this shelled out space so
they can basically start
over with the inside," said
Papay.
According to Papay, the
Allyn Hall Lounge project
has not been started yet, it
should be about the first of
the year before that gets
underway.
"This project is sup-

posed to be
completed by t,
1
the end of next .'
summer and
should be
open for use
by that fall,"
said Papay.
"Everything
has gone well;
we're pleased
with the
progress to
date," said
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1916 East Whipp Rd.
Kettering Ohio
(937) 438-Ball (2255)
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Construction continues in Allyn Hall .

Regular Price
Pool with
Student ID

. Always Eat

Free!

Hot Dogs and Popcorn

NOW HIRING FULL TIME - PART-TIME
SERVERS, HOST, COOKS, SERVER ASST.

Beer Specials every Week

BENEFITS INCLUDE TUITION REIMBURSEMENT, MEDICAL AND
FLEXIBLE HOURS
APPLY IN PERSON
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 2PM-5PM
1060 MIAMISBURG-CENTERVILLE RD.
(STA TE ROUTE 725)
(937) 434 - 1855

Urider
21
Welcome

CENTERVILLE
1109 MIAMISBURG-CENTERVILLE RD.
937-436- 1313

r---------------------- --------------,

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
COMPUTER SERVICE RENTAL

YOU COULD START YOUR
PAPER THE NIGHT BEFORE
. and still get your full three hours of sleep.

luf ... 11111 IIU ~ 11111 11111 rlCllft 2nd half IIU fr9I. •stan. .,,_..,. ..._..
•Wlnduwd-,.it•nrnl. eus-...arllnlplttcaupanllttllleofJllftbaa.C...,l llf
11111 bl rep,-odlall and II nal nlld wllll alls QqlOnl. afters• .._,._ Oller nllll at U.. at
JUcflne.., and 111J 1111 i. ........ • crldlld 111 pasl WIUlurl JUdlna Prodllds nl
...._ nry br local111. ~ - wtw1 pruhbltld• rllfrlctld br law. 1111 casll aha

VALID AT CENTERVILLE LOCATION ONLY.

kinko-s J

4¢

i

,

L-----------------------------------~
r

Expires 9130/99

BLACK & WHITE COPIES

kinko•s

Express Yourself
•

PHOTOCOPYING, PRESENTATION SERVICES, COMPUTER RENTALS, COLOR PRINTING,
BINDING AND PRETTY MUCH ANYTH,NG ELSE YOU CAN THINK Of TO MAKE YOUR POINT_S"

It.._

IICIIWl l-1/7" 111• Y ---. llladl-alHINII capln on IIHlt 111111111w ~ 41 ach. lrllr Is
11111111111 - caupan per ainaar. CIISlla.- alll nillnqldl caupan
al IUdlla
~IUY Ill Ill llll'Dlb:ad and Is nat nlldwttballlW aiapans, altlrs cir lb::an&. Dllw nllll
at 1111 at JUdlm _., and my nat I l l . _ , . . • Cfldtlll ID past m IIU9 iuchmL
Pradlcb and a1k:fl Vll'J bf loclllOn. CGLIIJIIII Yald w11S1 praNllllld or rall1ctld bf In. II cull

.....

VALID AT CENTERVILLE LOCATION ONLY.

kinko-s· 1

!

L-------------------------- ---------~
Expires 9/30/91

24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK
WWW.KIN KOS.COM
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Letters to the Editor

•The Guardian encourages letters to
the editor and commentary pieces from
students, faculty, administrators and
staff
•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m.
on the Friday preceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kept to 500 words
or less
•All letters are subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may
be omitted
. When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
. Quotes that cannot be confirmed
will not be used
•E-mail GuardianOpEd@netscape.net

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising: 775-5537
Fax: 775-5535
Editor in Chief: 775-5540
News: 775-5538
775-5536
Sports/Features:
.._

Opinion
Wake up, administration
employees sleeps in his car

One of your

James Sky is not your average graduate student.
His undergraduate transcripts show a 3.96
GPA. He is the recipient of a Teaching Assistantship through Wright State's English department,
and may very well be your English 101 instructor. The university and the graduate school
thought highly enough of Sky to offer him a job
and entrust him with
educating this year's
incoming students.
But apparently the
school does not think
highly enough of him to
give him somewhere to
live.
Sky, a serious student
and teacher, lives in his
car.
When informed he was
accepted to the graduate
program here, he asked
about housing. His need
for it was indicated on his
application. He was told
that it "should be no problem."
When he arrived from the
East Coast to begin his TA
training on Aug. 29, he
heard a different story:
"Well, you're on a waiting
list."
Since then, the responses of the school to his
plight have ranged from "We're working on it,"
to "That's somebody else's department."
Sky, who falls in non-traditional student age
range (his daughter is a freshman in college this

year) and copes with several disabilities, maxed out
his credit cards on motel rooms, and finally madef
the move to his car.
But surely, we as reasonable students are now
asking ourselves whether the university knows the
true nature of Sky's living arrangement. Surely they
would not let it continue if they did. Ah, we of naive
faith in institutions of higher learning. The university does indeed know, because
its own Public Safety and Parking
and Transportation Services sees
Sky's Cadillac in the handicapped
parking area every day. He even
added a small truck cap to make
it more livable.
Sky admits that he and Public
Safety have come to a kind of
detente regarding his living
arrangements.
"I've explained my domestic
demands and they've explained
what I can and can't do, and I've
agreed to abide by that. They
don't give me any trouble."
Wright State's willingness to
exploit the talents of its population as student workers (witness
the lack of insurance, sick lea't£
labor representation, et al) whW
disregarding their most basic
needs is not exactly new, but
sometimes it takes an extreme
example to make the point manifest.
Nearly a month after his arrival, Sky is now
around eighth on the waiting list, and, as he sees it,
"I drove 1,000 miles to be a homeless graduate
student."

What are your impressions of WSU this year?

---=::::::~==~====-----~

"It seems more like a real university this
year--bigger, with more people."

____________

"There's a lot less parties than there could
and should be. More alchohol. More
sororities. More all-nighters.•,

-\H tH\

lll\ 11 L

"It's a good school. The only difference is
that I'm taking it more seriously. I'm ready
to get out in the real world."

"It's not really different. I like that the
professors are really willing to help you if
you're willing to help yourself."

"So far, people are participating. We'll see
how long that lasts."

"The sculptures really caught my eye,
the wooded area is a nice place to stud

C
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Op-Ed
Cleaners take the shirt right off my back

•

.
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"Gender tax" apparently still applies, even on the eve of 2000
Commentary by

"woman tax." So, then
how could it possibly be
a five-dollar shirt? Why
This is a tale of two
was it almost twice as
shirts.
Or, to be more spemuch as it's nearly
identical counterpart?
cific, a shirt and a
Because it buttoned
blouse. And the dry
the girl way, right over
cleaners who handled
left, that's why.
them and shall remain
Most women and a
nameless to protect the
very few men will have
guilty.
noticed that clothes
These two shirts are,
intended for the other
for all intents and purhalf of humanity button
poses, identical. They
the wrong way. If you're
are black satin, with
mother-of-pearl buttons. a woman, your boyfriend
or husband's shirts
They have no ruffles, no
doo-dads, no tchotchkes. button the wrong way. If
you're a guy, your wife's
Just plain, satin dress
shirts will button the
shirts.
wrong way.
Except that one of
Now, I know what
them is a blouse.
you're thinking. Okay, a
How, you the faithful
girl in a men's shirt you
reader may well be
could see, but what guy
asking, does one know
is going to borrow his
it's a blouse? Merely by
wife's clothes?
he gender of it's
My kind of guy, that's
wearer?
who.
Well, I knew it was a
My boyfriend and I
blouse because it cost
me $ 5 to have it cleaned, dress a lot alike. I realize
that there is nothing
as opposed to $ 3 for the
particularly unusual
other one. This sort of
about that. A lot of girls
thing was well-docusteal their boyfriends'
mented in the dry cleanball caps, jeans and
ing business several
years ago, and, silly me, I what-have-you.
thought the outrage that My boyfriend steals my
clothes.
sprung up then had
And, I must say, looks
eliminated the so-called
Angelle Haney

really good in them,
although I'm not sure if
that's a tribute to my
fashion sense or his.
Probably both. We first
discovered we were
perfectly compatible six
years ago when we both
were wearing Revlon's
Blackberry lipstick.
But I digress. The
point is, the financial
gain to be had from this
situation was that the
dry cleaners who used to
be around the corner
from me, who knew us
and our lifestyles,
didn't blink at the
assertion that the
sequined shirt I was
dropping off was, in
fact, worn by a man.
And they would charge
accordingly. As far as
those people knew, I
did not possess a single
dress shirt of my own.
The more scrupulous
among you might well
be thinking that I was
hoodwinking these nice
people, by not paying
the proper prices for
their services.
But really, if they are
charging one price for
the sequins and another
for a silk Oxford, just
because they think one

will be covering a pair of
breasts and one won'tand let's not be naive,
that's what it comes
down to-then I have no
compunction about
trying to get around it.
So now there are new
dry cleaners, and they
refuse to believe my
little ruse. They think
they know how civilized
people dress, and that
women should pay more
to have their clothes

cleaned. They also didn't
take it really well when I
pointed out the discriminatory nature of their
business practices.
Apparently, women
should pay more quietly.
From now on, I think
I'll be going to Wal-Mart
and buying that stuff
you can use in the dryer
at home. It seems a
much more egalitarian
way of getting my
clothes clean.

\ \ 1()1
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C[etters to the Editoi)

• We have maill
Date: Thu, 16 Sep 99 12:16PM PDT
To: GuardianOpEd@netscape.net
Subject: RE: Barbarians at the Gates
I just have one comment:

•

Amen!
Melissa Stephenson
Junior, Communications

.l

lne your : Start something!
The Guardian wants
: letter :you to get the chance
: here :to voice
vour opinions.
us letters, send us
I

I

1·

•

:

: Send

I1

I1

:
:

:
:

'I
e-ma1.
GuardianOpEd
@netscape.net
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Tips or .E.S.P.O.N.S.1.8.L.E. credit
T-shirt?
Is it really worth aforfree
easy reference possible.

Realize your financial
dreams by setting short
term and long term goals.
Establish a budget to manage income, expenses and
savings.
Save money on a regular
basis, even if it's only a
small amount.
Pay all your bills on time.
Organize your financial

records
and tracking.
Notify credit card companies or banks immediate ly
if your cards are missing or
stolen.
Spend money only on items
that you really need or
want.
Increase your credit card
payment above the minimum amount due whenever

Build a good credit history
now-you'll
need it upon graduation .
Learn from your past mistakes when making future
financial decisions.
Educate yourself on financial matters through newspapers, magazines or advice from experts.
-courtesy of Citibank

Call CJ to
write for
Spotlight
x5536

Attention Future

MIAsl

f

Kaplan gives you the edge on
the tough computer GMAT.

Meet business school application deadlines. Enroll now!
~

Beat the ear1y ·application deadlines!
Start preparing NOW!
Next Cla~s Begins: Sept. 29th
I\

WEDNESDAY- NIGHT, lfVE EROAlX~A~
$1.7S 1~02 Flff EOYS
1Hllgsl)AY- COUE4E KA~OKE $4.00 P~, ~
~ - KA~OKE FOR EVE~ONE 1:30-1:30

~

~
.
~

613 E. FIFTH ST. IN THE OREGON
228-8060
**YOU MUST BE 21 W/ID..

;

1·800-KAP·TEST

kaptest.cqm AOL keyword: kaplan~

•GMAT iS a registered tra(lemark of the Graduate Management Admissioo Coonct

W SU PH A R M A C Y
~·:~·:Located in the Lobb of the Freder ick White Center~·:~·:

Reaso ns Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharm acy
You'll Ever Need:

Hours:

londav- Frldav

□

Easy To Transf er Perscr iptions

□

Accep ts 9 5% Of Insura nce Plans

1:10am -5:30 pm

□

Facult y & Staff Parkin g Available

FIi: D5-211J

□

FREE Patien t Parking In Front Of Fred White

PHONE: Dl-3414

(With Easy Campus Access Through Rear of Building)

Also Loca ted in Fred White:
X3393
Family Practice
X4580
Inter nal Medicine

•

IV a reality tor
ollege ·students

~ Alf Butl r
Staff Writer

According to Brett
Rinehart,riskreduction
educator for the AIDS
Foundation Miami Valley
(AFMV), approximately 50
percent of the people that
test positive for HIV these
days are under the age of
25 and 2 5 percent are
under the age of 21. In
addition, 75 percent of the
young women who test
positive for the virus are
infected by none other than
their frequent sex partnerusually a boyfriend.
Rinehart agreed that it's
no secret that college
students have sex- safe
and unprotected-and
some are regular drug
users. What isn't well
known, or well publicized,
. hat many college stu• ats who aren't HIV
positive are downright
lucky. Eventually, luck runs
out, and reality sinks in.
"People make mistakes,
but need to ny to learn
from them. Just because
they aren't infected the first
time [that they are exposed
to the virus] doesn't mean
they won't get it. And it
doesn't always show up
right away," said Rinehart.
As a leading killer in
young adults nationwide,
HIV/AIDS is a real threat to
college students who put
themselves at risk. Already in
the Miami Valley alone, there
have been 1,000 diagnosed
AIDS cases, in which more
than 600 people have already
died. The Center for Disease
Control estimates that there
are 6,000 to 10,000 more
ple living in and around
•
uie Miami Valley who may be
infected, but not yet diagnosed. The virus can take up
to six months from the last
exposure to show up in a
blood test, and actual symptoms may not come for 10 or
more years.
AFMV was established in
1992 to help students and
people living with HIV/
~ S cope with the disease.
Now the foundation is one of
the leading providers of HIV/

a er
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Spotlight
How to lend ahand
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Volunteers can be
Important as n was ten years ago. aner the Interview volunteers go
through an orientation program
areas
all
In
•,. active
01 course, that's not the case
AIDS prevention and support
where they meet other volunteers
of the foundation
because people keep becoming
services throughout thirteen
and get ahands on look at the
rom providing
Miami Valley counties includInfected all around the Miami
foundation.
administrative
ing and surrounding Dayton
Valley and everywhere
In the educatton process, AFMV
,· -·~ c , . support to direct
else. We are stlll llghtlng AIDS and
Not only does the organidispels many of the common
also
·
/ ·,.zation help those who are
contact with clients.
need help with that challenge,"
rumors about AIDS. For Instance,
, ....infected with the virus,
Some also provide
said Nicole lrlzawa, Volunteer
the virus cannot be passed
"""'/'
but also educates
the
Without
AFMV.
for
Coordinator
to
transportation
·:
•
1
/
others about the
through casual contact. People
lrlzawa
volunteers,
these
of
help
may
: \'~ clients who
cannot get HIV/AIDS from tonet
II
dffllcun,
very
be
would
It
no
says
have
otherwise
·
,1.:
'
"
✓
AIDS
effects
·and itsoftransseats,doorknobs,handshakes,
quality
provide
other means to get to not Impossible, to
. ; immumission As an
of support services to the HIV and hugging, donating blood, mosquito
medical
_;)J
l
\
nodeficiency virus, HIV breaks
bites, sweat, or sneezing.
)IS/_ appointments. Other general communmes.
down the body's defenses for
To become avolunteer,
Researchers have found that even
volunteers can also help
protecting itself and leaves an
Interested people also go through
kissing Is alow risk activity
special
foundations'
the
with
infected person open to
because the amount of HIV In saliva
helps
which
process
Interview
an
events such as the annual AIDS
attack by many different
Is unlikely to produce Infection.
Walk or the monthly dinners at the both the volunteers and the
illnesses which may not
For more Information on how to
Arst Baptist Church In downtown foundation's cllentele. This
otherwise threaten a healthy
Interview helps explain the agency become avolunteer at the AIDS
Dayton on Monument for people
person
Foundation of Miami Valley can
and Its purposes and provide the
HIV/AIDS.
with
living
Students and others can
Nicole lrlzawa at 481-AIDS (243n,
lull
with
volunteer
prospective
from
learned
rve
"What
reduce their risks of becomor check out their website at
she
or
he
work
the
of
think
knowledge
people
of
alot
here,
working
ing infected by making
www.armv.org.
Then,
organization.
the
at
do
might
as
not
It's
and
over
Is
AIDS
that
careful decisions. Excessive
can
use
drug
or
alcohol
impair a person's ability to
make good choices. If sex is
part of a person's life, he or
she should limit the number
of partners, know his or her
partners' sexual history, use
latex condoms and explore
alternative safe sex options
such as touching or massaging.
It is also important for
both those who do test
Want to start volunteering but don't know where to start? For anyone interpositive and those who are
est7d in being a voluriteer9r just wanting to support the cause, the AIDS Foun
scared to get tested to
danon Miami Valley is holding its annual AIDS Walk on Saturday, Oct. 2.
realize that HIV is not an
The IO -kilometer (about6.5 miles) walk will begin at 11 a.m. at Island Park
automatic death sentence
in Dayton. Due to an expected 1,000 people participating, AFMV suggests
anymore. Advanced medical
t~at you arrive early to register. There are two ways, to register: as an inditreatments and continued
or as a member o_f an organization'~ team. If walkers want to sign up as
vidual
research help improve the
they can pre-register by calling 222·WALK or by going to the AFMV we
team,
a_
quality and longevity of life
A packet of information and sponsor envelopes will the
www.afmv.org.
at
site
in many cases. Rinehart says
up immediately. But even if you can't register
signing
person
the
to
sent
be
he is "optimistic" that a cure
·
·
day of the walk
the
up
sign
still
can
you
early,
is possible in the not-toomaximize succes
to
order
in
meetings
leader
team
three
hold
will
also
AFMV
distant future, but there are
how to
information,
orientation
on
focus
will
meetings
The
teams.
with their
no guarantees.
answer
as
well
as
captains,
and
teams
to
incentives
keep your team motivated,
"It is important to find
.
have
may
leaders
the
any other questions that
out about the disease in its
Before the race, walkers can take time to enjoy a light breakfast. listen to
keep
can
You
early stages.
music, ~nd participate in the aerobic warm~up. Once the walk is complete,
more options open [medilunch will be served during the post walk concert and team and individual
cine and treatments] if you
awards will be announced.
begin to take care of yourThis walk can be a great way to start volunteering says Nicole Irizawa volun
self at the beginning," said
teer coordinator for AFMV. Then ~f studen\s like helping with that, they are
Rinehart. "The door's
encouraged to go through the process of becoming an official volunteer for th
already closed when you
foundation.
wait too long."
But even if you're busy on October 2nd and stiU want to do your part to help
Wright State also offers
battle the virus, this weekend on the 26th, AIDS Volunteers of Cincinnati is
free and anonymous AIDS
holding its annual AIDS IOK walk/SK run. RegistratiQn starts at 8 am at
testing once every quarter.
Yeatman•s Cove, Sawyer's Point. For more information on the Cincinnati walk/
To find out when the next
run check out the web site at www.avoc.org/walk99. WSU's Lambda Union also
screening is scheduled, call
plans to attend the event and can be reached at x5565.
the Student Health Center at
x2552.

r/

AIDS Walk '99
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Latin group on fire about love and God,,
Wednesday, Sept. 22, 1999

group from Chiapas,
Mexico, went from
singing about love,
women and misery to
singing about Jesus after
a conversion experience
in Jose Manuel Sofis, 38,
founder and composer.
"I used to be unfaithful to my wife and I had
a drinking problem as
well. Never in my wildest dreams did I think I'd
end up singing about

11

Adan, plays the guitar
and sings back-up
vocals. Other members
include Sarain Aguilar,
42, who also plays the
keyboard, and his two
sons Marbel, 20, and
Sarain Jr., 22; they play
drums and bass guitar.
They seem to be
extremely well-known in
southeast Mexico. The
group hopes to aquire
the same sucsess in

weren't allowed to take
their instruments with
them, churches were able
to provide what they
needed.
"I describe our music as
simple ballads with tropical
beats that project the
desire to love and to live,"
Sof1s said. When they aren't
singing, the group counsels
troubled couples and
children; they also visit
prisons all over Mexico.
The performance kicked

clapping to the beat and
enthusiastically singing
along in English.
Director of operations,
Pastor John Robles from St.
Louis, Missouri, is responsible for traveling with
group. For five years he ha~
been running Operations
Latin America, a missions
organization that builds
churches and provides
relief efforts all over Latin
America. Robles explained
to the crowd that Chiapas,

thf

Never in my wildest dreams did I think I'd end up singing
about" God, 11 said Soils.

The energetic crowd
of Mt. Zion church in
Beavercreek welcomed
the authentic rhythms
and sounds of Angeles

de Fuego, (Angels of Fire)

Saturday, Sept. 18. The
Christian contemporary

God," said SoI1s.
In 199 2 he claims to
have discovered his
mistakes and began to
sing about God. Sofis
plays the keyboard, and
his 14-year-old son,

wwsu

Monday

Tuesday

America. Their current
tour marks the Angel's first
time in the United States.
They left their hometown
Aug. 19, performing in
North Carolina, Indiana,
and Missouri. The group
said that even though they

off with an invigorating
song in Spanish (they
don't speak English), and
an overhead projector
displayed their lyrics in
English for the crowd to
understand. The members of the church began

1.06.9 FALL 1999 SCHEDULE
Wednesday

Friday

Sahrday

"Transmissions
from the Center
of the
Universe"

80'•
Denise Davis

Hip-Hop/R+B
Dan Perry

Hard Rock
Mellisa Hague

Hip-Hop/R+B
Kar-Mel Kid

ALT
Mellisa Reeder

Gospel

Hip-Hop/R+B
Animal Cub

Hip-Hop/R+B
Chung Cho
"CHZA"

Hip-HoplR+B
Teshia Clark
"ISIS"

Thlrsday

Co1Ultry

Altcmativc

8-11am Brad Badgley

Rachel
Gligorich
"Miss Kitty"

Scott
Marshall
"Expanding
Limits w/
The Boy"

....

Hip-Hop/R+B
Skwert w/
Joelle

2-!Spm

e-apm

Hip-Hop/R+B Christian/Alt
Tracy
. McMillan Andy Ingram

1111■ 111111

--

RPM

••••
11■18111111'1

Metal
"The Seventh
.,..,.,,•••n- Layer of Hell"

Hfp-Hop/R+B
82K ''M11/enium ~stian
Hip-Hop/R+B
Ben·Keifer
Bugs" feat
"Beatify Show" Janae & April
8-11pm Killa Bee

Hfp-Hop/A+B
Hlp-Hop/R+B Mr. Bonk$ &
11-2am Big Pun/8-Love Funk Doc

Sunday

Country

Folk/Rock
Quinn Parks

Altcmativc
Quinn \X.'h.ite

,1

Jay Dailey
RPM

Alternative
11-2pm Uosh Zinger

Mexico, is poverty-stricken
with a 36 percent illiteracy
rate. "The average income
is $1.80 a day," he said.
Despite the struggle,
Angeles de Fuego are
becoming better known
everywhere.

'

Hip-Hop/R+B
Supa l\btura/
Show feat AP

Metal
"The Seventh
Layer of Hell"

Hip-Hop/R+B
Jocelyn
Weaver

Metal
"The Evil One"

Hip-HoplR+B
C-Will
"The
Immaculate
One"

Arla McCreary

4f

":.I':

Metal
Shawn Bagley

Hip-Hop/R+B
Lil' T

Hlp-HoplR+B
"The l\btura/

Show" feat t>◄ \J

-

Juan Demarco

·1

.Dayton theaters are good n· plenty
Wednesday, Sept. 22, 1999

•
~

.

So you want to go to
the movies, but you
don't know where to
go. There are so
many to choose
from; from the
mainstream to the
art house, the
incredibly modem
to the archaic.
Never fear though,
the Guardian has
come to your aid
rating some of the
areas' most popular
theaters in order to
help you in making
this, oh so
important, decision.
Regal CinemasHollywood 20
A

2651 Fairfield
Commons Road
(937) 429-3456

This brand new,
state of the art
cinema has
everything a movie
fan could ever
imagine. With
twenty theaters
you're sure to find
just about any
mainstream film
you're looking for.
This is one of the
few theaters in the
area to offer
. stadium seating
~ which means that
there really are no
bad seats. The
concessions offer
everything from the
requisite popcorn
and candy to bon,, ons and various
flavored coffees. As

an added bonus,
they only charge $ 5
with a valid student
one theater the
selection is limited,
but the movies
showcased are
usually something
that would
otherwise go unseen
in the Dayton area.
Although the
concession stand is
limited to candy,
pop, and popcorn,
the prices are
substantially
cheaper than at any
other theater. They
do offer various
student discounts,
depending on the
day and time. As ,
added bonus the
Neon movies is tht
only theater in the
country to show
movies in the old
Cinerama format.

cappuc~ino and ice
cream. The only
downside to
Showcase are its
prices. The price for
all matinees is
$5.25, and movies
showing after 6 p.m.
are $8. These are
the highest prices in
the area.
Danbarry Dollar
Saver-Huber
Heights

B
7650 Waynetowne
Boulevard
(937) 233-3456

Known as the most
popular "cheap"
movie theater north
of Dayton, Danbarry
offers affordable
movie prices for its
second-run movies.
Admission for every
movie is $ 2. The
concessions offer a
great variety of
treats as well.
Although the
auditoriums are
quite small, each
chair is equipped
with a cupholder. If
your finances are
low and you have
the urge to see a
film, Danbarry

The Guardia

Dollar Saver is the
movie theater for
you.
Dayton Mall
Cinemas 1-8
C+

2700 MiamisburgCenterville Road
(937) 433-3200

The Dayton Mall's
one strong point is
the huge cinema in
the middle of the
mall which gives
viewers an
experience rare to
the area.
-Russe Florence and Joe
Vainner

Showcase CinemtA
Huber Heights

B+
7737 Waynetowne
Boulevard
(937) 236-1136

Before the evergrowing populari~
of the Regal
Cinemas, there wa
Showcase Huber
Heights. Every
auditorium is
equipped with
stadium seating.
The concession
stand is filled witlJ
an assortment of
delights including

IIIWIIIS.Clll-llll--• 11111-11'111 lllllllll canel
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Riffs and beats to take to the street
Meatloaf
"Bat Out of Hell"

.

Meatloaf's "Bat Out
of Hell" is one of the
quintessential works of
the power rock era. It
combines his alwayselectric voice with the
incomparable lyrics of
Jim Steinman. Although Meatloaf has
enjoyed only moderate
success in the music
business, the first of
his two albums made
with Steinman is one of
the best selling rock
albums ever
It is virtually impossible to find a substantial fault in the album.

Meatloaf seamlessly
combines the characteristics of a hard rocker and
an introspective balladeer
into one, unquestionably
powerful voice. The music
pulsates with intensity no
matter what the subject.
He moves with ease from
guitar rock to a soft love
song like "Heaven Can
Wait," (the title track).
Although he often has to
compete with an army of
musicians for the listeners
ears, Meatloaf demands to
be heard. He is simply, an
undeniable presence.
The album is not short
on talented musicians.
Max Weinberg (from the
Conan O'Brien Show and
.
-

.

Max Weinberg seven
fame) plays the drums

-

-

on the album. Todd
Rundgren, who had more
than a couple hits of his
own, produced the
album and also plays on
some of the tracks.
Steinman is the
perfect songwriter for
Meatloaf. His influences
range from heavy metal
to classical music, and
his eclectic tastes are
apparent in his songs.
The varied instrumentation keeps the album
perpetually interesting.
He runs the gamut from
the purely aesthetic to
the undeniably passionate. The saxophone
-

,

-

.

solos give "All Rewed Up
With No Place to Go," the
intended feel of a sleazy
lounge act. In "Heaven
Can Wait" the piano,
strings, and a chorus of
female backup singers
are fully integrated with
Meatloaf's voice to form a
musically and stylistically
complete work capable of
evoking emotion in a way
that few pop songs can.
In all of his songs, he
walks the fine line between the unabashed
animalism of sexual
desire and the sacredness
of love.
The culminating event
of the album is the fourmovement opus, "Para-

dise by the Dashboard Light." At

almost nine minutes, one would
think it too long for
most radio stations
to touch with a tenfoot pole, but
"Paradise" is the
exception to the
rule. This theme
song for teenage
sexuality is carefree, even crude
perhaps, but in
being so it cannot
help but be nostalgic. "Paradise"

see II Meatloaf"
p.17

.

...

CAMPUS SHUTT.L E SCHEDULES 1999/2000
.

Route 1 Monday - Thursday Until 10:05PM and Friday Until 6:05PM
LOT20
7:30 AM 9:50
7:40
10:00
7:50
10:10
8:00
10:20
8:10
10:30
8:20
10:40
8:30
10:50
8:40
11:00
8:50
11 :10
9:00
11:20
9:10
11:40
9:20
12:00
9:30
12:20
9:40
LOT20
12:30 PM
12:50
1:10
1:30
1:40
1:50
2:00
2:10
2:20
2:30
2:40
2:50
3:00
3:10
3:30
3:50
4:10

4:30
4:50
5:10
5:30
5:50
6:10
6:30
6:50
8:15
8:30
8:50
9:10
9:30
9:50

MILLETT
7:35 AM 9:55
7:45
10:05
7:55
10:15
8:05
10:25
8:15
10:35
8:25
10:45
8:35
10:55
8:45
11:05
8:55
11 :15
9:05
11:25
9:15
11:45
9:25
12:05
9:35
12:25
9:45
MCLIN GYM

12:3S- PM 4:35
12:55
4:55
5:15
1:1?
1:35
5:35
1:45
5:55
1:55,
6:15
2:05
6:35
2:15
6:55
2:25
2:35
2:45
8:20
2:55
8:35
3:05
8:55
3:15
9:15
9:35
3:3~
3:55
9:55
4:15

'

'

MCLIN GYM
7:45 AM 10:05
7:55
10:15
8:05
10:25
8:15
10:35
8:25
10:45
8:35
10:55
8:45
11:05
8:55
11 :15
9:05
11:25
9:15
11:35
9:25
11:55
9:35
12:15
9:45
12:35
9:55
MILLETT

12:45 PM 4:45
1:05
5:05
1:25
5:25
1:45
5:45
1:55
6:05
2:05
6:25
2:15
6:45
2:25
7:05
2:35
2:45
8:10
2:55
8:25
3:05
8:45
3:15
9:05
3;25
9:25
3:45
9:45
4:05
10:05
4:25

Route 2 Monday - Friday Until 6:55PM
HAMILTON
HALL/ SU

7:15
8:00
8:45
9:30
10:15
11:00
11:45
12:30
1:15
2:00
2:45
3:30
4:15
5:00
5:45
6:30
MILLETT MCLiN
GYM
HALL
7:50
7:40
8:35
8:25
9:20
9:10
10:05
9:55
10:50
10:40
11:35
11:25
12:20
12:10
1:05
12:55
1:50
1:40
2:35
2:25
3:20
3:10
4:05
3:55
4:50
4:40
5:35
5:25
6:20
6:10
6:55
-

WOODS
FOREST COLLEGE
PARK VILLAGI; PINE HALL
LANE

7:20
8:05
8:50
9:35
10:20
11:05
11:50
12:35
1:20
2:05
2:50
3:35
4:20
5:05
5:50
6:35

7:25
8:10
8:55
9:40
10:25
11 :10
11:55

12:40

1:25
2:10
2:55
3:40
4:25
5:10
5:55
6:40

7:30
8:15
9:00
9:45
10:30
11 :15
12:00
12:45
1:30
2:15
3:00
3:45
4:30
5:15
6:00
6:45

7:35
8:20
9:05
9:50
10:35
11:20
12:05
12:50
1:35
2:20
3:05
3:50
4:35
5:20
6:05
6:50

t~

"Meatloaf'' con't
ubject and the listener come to a
breathtaking climax. The fourth
brings the son together with strange
a mixture of humor
and mature retrospect.
"Bat Out of Hell"
is indeed one of the
best and most popular rock records of
its time, but it is

hard to classify it as
such. To not give this
album a try simply due
to a pre-conceived
notion about '70s rock
would be a mistake.
"Foreigner," this is
not. It is the
rare album that extends beyond its
genre, appealing not
just to fans of rock,
but to fans of music.
-Joa Valnnar

Read The

Guardian

ROUTE 3 Saturdays Only
HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE
WOODS
HALL/ SU LANE
PARK VILLAGE PINE HALL
2:00
2:05
2:10
2:15
2:20
3:00
3:05
3:10
3:15
3:20
4:00
4:05
4:10
4:15
4:20

6:25
7:25
*8:25

6:30
7:30
*8:30

6:35
7:35
*8.:.35

OFFICE
MALL
MEIJER DEPOT FOOD CT
2:25
2:35
2:50
3:25
3:35
3:50
4:25
4:35
4:50

6:50
7:50
9:00

7:00
8:00
9:15

7:15
8:15
9:30

6:40
7:40
*8:40

6:45
7:45
*8:45

URB Magazine
''UrbalBeats: 03"
With everyone from
Cher to David Bowie
releasing electronic
themed albums, some
of the best material
by true electronic
music artists may be
overlooked.
With
"UrbalBeats:03" URB
magazine attempts to
assemble the definitive guide to electronic
music.
Including both
popular artists( such
as Moby, MethodMan,
Crystal Method, and
UNKLE) along with
less known musicians
(such as DJ Dan and
Uberzone), the CD is a
comprehensive look
at today's electronic
music scene. Mixing
everything from
techno to hip-hop to
funk , the album is
over 70 minutes of

•

~--.·.·•·
. .·. ··.~•x?;
. ,> . . . <••··,...
~

l
energetic music that will make tbe listener want to get up and move.
With tracks • like Hive & the
Troublemaker's previous unreleased "Nu
Planet," listeners experience just what
happens when modern technology is
mixed with classic bass collection, the CD
is diverse with each of the 16 tracks being
fresh and unique. Orbital's "Style", made
entirely out ofnoises made by the obscure
stylophone, has a completely clifferent
vibe thanMos Defs "UniversalMagenetic,"
a fast hip-hop track with smooth turntable scratches.
For anyone just starting to get into
electronic music, this CD is a great place
to start. With remixes of favorites,

Check out
the URB web
siteat
www.urb.com
for more information on
both the CD
and
the
magazine.
-Alf Butler

Find out about WSU Sororities...

National Panhellenic
Fall Recruitment 1999
lmportallt Dates:

Wednesday, Sept . 22 Forest Lane Community -Center 6-8PM
Thursday, Sept. 23 Hamilton Hall 6-8PM
Monday, Sept. 27 l 56C Student Union 6-8PM
Thursday, Sept 30 l 56C Student Union 6-8PM
Wednesday, Oct. 6 l 56C Student Union

Sor(?rity Recruitment Begins October 8, 1999
WWW.WRIGHT.EDU/STUDENT/ORGS/GREEK

•

unreleased
tracks, and
new classics,
the compilation is successful at
showing just
how much
potentialis in
the electronic
scene. With
the catchy
hooks and
big beats, listeners can't
help
but
dance.

•
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•
must be postmarked by 10/15/99. No
details. Deadline for online entry is 10/15/99. Mail-in entriesmail
Wanna win aHummer? See our website fordriver
a self-addressed stamped envelope
in state of residence. Void where prohibited. For Official Rules,
purchase necessary. Must be at least 18 years old and a licensed
to: The eClimpus_.com Wanna Win a Hummer? Rules, c/o Marden-Kane Dept RF, 36 Maple Place, Manhasset, NY 11030. Requests received after 10/31/99 will not be fulfilled.

Sports :::,

•
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Volleyball ·team sweeps through Raider Challenge
viding large contributions to the big win
were sophomore
middle hitter Liza
The phrase "home
courtadvantage"took Osterhage, from
Kalida, Ohio, with
on new meaning for
eight blocks, includWSU's women's voling four solo. Senior
leyball team this
outside hitter Erica
weekend as they
Miller, from Vandalia,
claimed the Raider
Ohio, had an outChallenge title by
standing doublewinning all four
double with ten digs
games played.
and 11 kills.
"We were finally
More of the same
able to secure some
wins which shows our continued in the next
ongoing improvement match up against
Sacred Heart (15-2,
so far this season.
15-2, 15-7) as senior
These wins will give
outside hitter Angi
us the confidence
Nunnelley, a homethat we need going
town hero, led WSU to
into our conference
their second win with
play this weekend
11 kills. Osterhage
against UIC," said
again put up a wall
head coach Joylynn
against the challengTracy.
WSU opened play on ers as she ended the
game with seven
Friday as they swept
blocks, including five
Oakland in just three
solo.
games (15-13, 15-5,
To continue their
15-4). Junior middle
hitter Darlene Prunty, winning streak the
Raiders began on
from Mentor, Ohio,
Saturday by defeating
led the Raiders to
Chicago State in only
victory with 14 kills
three games, only
against the Golden
letting the Cougars
Grizzlies. Also pro. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - score a
high of
three
points in
the series. (151, 15-2,
15-3) Six
kills and
three
solo
blocks by
Osterhage
led the
green and
gold to
the "Wcolumn."
The defense
stepped
up and

By Brandy Hollon
Staff Writer

•

•

•

wsu

•

totally
domi....
nated.
Other
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.... Raider
Erica Miller was named tournament MVP.

Chicago on Friday
standouts during this Tracy said.
and Loyola on Satursomehad
also
Tracy
senior
were
match-up
day.
the
about
say
to
thing
outside hitter
"Last year we swept
the
for
turnout
fan
and
Michelle Sours
but this year they
UIC
"We
Challenge,
Raider
outside
freshman
better team. I
a
are
appreciareally
were
Voss
Andrea
hitter
look for our team to
tive of the fan supwith six kills each.
Miller's
outstanding
play consisted of her
second
doubledouble, 13
kills and 13
digs which
led the Raiders to claim
the Raider
Challenge
title on
Saturday
night against
Toledo 1512, 15-9, 1512. This
match concluded the
Raider volleyball team were 4-0 last weekend and improved their record
1999 Raider
to 5-7.
Challenge.
Miller was
make a continuing
port that we received
also named the
statement of improvelook
at home. We
tournament's Most
said Tracy.
ment,"
conforward to that
Valuable Player.
split with
Raiders
The
tinuing throughout
Nunnelley added
and
year
last
Loyola
the season."
seven kills and 11
to
looking
be
will
The Raider's record
digs to the title claim
come out and with a
now stands at 5-7 on
and Osterhage, who
win. Wright State will
the season. WSU will
was also named to
then return home to
open Midwestern
the All-Tournament
Collegiate Conference take on Dayton on
team, continued her
Tuesday, Sept. 28 at 7
play this weekend on
aggressive play with
p.m. in the McLin
the
the road against
seven kills and seven
Gymnasium.
Illinoisof
University
blocks, three of which
were solo.
"Miller and
Nunnelley
have both
been excellent
leaders on the
outside for us
which has
contributed
greatly to our
c.~
success.
Osterhage did
,:;,,':iJ-~'r'· ~...•
~ - ...
an incredible
job blocking
~-·
for us this
weekend
which I believe will help
her confidence as a
sophomore,"
Osterhage and Karis Day played big for the Raiders and Osterhage was
selected to the All-Tournament Team.
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Women's soccer picks up lirst conlerence win on road

By Tony Arnold
Staff Writer

The Lady Raiders
traveled to the "land
of cheese" this past
weekend and split a
couple of games in
Midwestern Collegiate
Conference action. On
Saturday, the first day
of the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Panther Classic,
Wright State defeated
Wisconsin-Green Bay
by a count of 4-3 receiving their first MCC
victory. The following
da, host school Wisconsin-Milwaukee shut
out WSU 2-0.
In the victory
against the Phoenix of
Green Bay, the Raiders
fell behind a goal less
than three minutes
into the contest.
Sophomore forward

responded with two
quick goals around 48
minutes before the
Raiders took over.
Junior midfielder
Sandy Baker started
the "Raider Rally" as
..--_:~-"'."',~"""""'""------- she scored a
goal in the 51 st
minute on an
assist from
junior forward
Amy Teetor.
Sophomore
forward Nicole
Muehlenkamp
added a goal
:..
and the assist
C.
; came courtesy
:!i of sophomore
'5 midfielder
! Nicole Theetage
and Baker.
t:
The game
8 winning goal
~ was from senior
~ defender Missy
Daniels as she
hit the net on
Sharon Roscoe was one of four
another assist
from Franks.
players to make the All-Tournament Team.
Sharon Roscoe
scorched one into the
net on an assist from
5-foot-9-inch freshman
midfielder Amy
Franks. Green Bay

i

In action Sunday
the team was shut out
by Wisconsin-Milwaukee. The Raiders once
again allowed an early
goal and could not
bounce back before
losing 2-0.
"We play a tough
schedule to gear us for
the tournament and it
is necessary for us to
remain focused each
and every game for 90
minutes," said assistant coach Kevin
Arcuri.
Arcuri explained
that the National Collegiate Athletic Association bid a year ago
has opened some
doors, but at the same
time makes the team
more of a target.
"The NCAA bid from
last year put us on the
map a little bit, and we
tend to get looked at
more, but at the same
time we are a marked

team," said Arcuri.
The team off to just
a 3-6 start is not going
to be overlooked this
year in the MCC after
peaking during the
MCC tournament a
year ago.
•
"We are a young team
with a lot of experience, and we feel we
can do well in the
conference," said
Arcuri.
Four players were
chosen for the "Panther Classic" All-Tournament Tea:rri. Raider
players named include
Daniels, junior def ender Teresa Martin,
sophomores Roscoe,
and goalkeeper Randi
Freeman.
WSU travels to Ohio
University today before returning home to
host IUPUI in the dedication game for the
new field on Sunday
beginning at 5 p.m.

extra~?
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Telephone Interviewers

Absolutely No Selling Involved!

Using state-of-the-art equipment, you will gather data for
major marketing research surveys. All you need are excellent
communication and computer/keyboard skills. Candidates
must be at least 18 years of age. Find out how extra special
we really are.

•
•
•
•

Earn up to $9.50/hr to start
Day/Evening/Weekend shifts available
C<:1sual business atmosphere
Flexible scheduling, 12-32 hours per week

• TUITION REIMBURSEMENT

lirrke
INCORPORATED
. Call Sarah at 431-4108 Or stop by to
fill out an application.
Burke Incorporated
3000 Presidential Drive, Suite 2 50
Fairborn, OH 45324
Conveniently Located
Right Across From WSU
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Raiders split pair; victorious at Alumni Field
Wednesday, Sept. 22, 1999

- SU wins secona game this week, first win at new field

By Tony Arnold
Stall Writer

another close overtime
game on Sept. 15 at
Midwestern Collegiate
The Wright State men's Conference foe Butler.
soccer team dropped
WSU drops to 0-3 in
overtime games
this season and
this was their
second loss on
the road.
Butler
scored in the
first half, but
the Raiders
countered in
the second half
at the 62:09
mark.
Freshman
IC
Cl
·:»'
midfielder Isa
j
"c::I
a,
Ar-Razi scored
=3':
the goal off a
f
rebound to tie
=>,
.a
the
game and
Cl
send
to the
i -.....;_______________. extra itsession.

-~

,;,:-~
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WSU men's soccer team prepares for
MCC action scheduled for today at
Detroit and Sunday vs. Dayton at home.

The Bulldogs put the
game away in overtime
at 93:00 dropping another close one.
This past Sunday, the
Raider men's soccer
team defeated the IUPUI
Jaguars and recorded
their first victory on
Alumni Field. WSU hits
the score board first at
23:21 as freshman
midfielder Bret Jones
took a pass from sophomore forward Marco
Elcock and found the
net.
After the half Jones
was part of the scoring
act again. This time the
5-foot-8-inch freshman
hit junior forward Brian
Syska with a pass and
Syska knocked it in for a
score. The goal by Syska

at 63:44 was the Raiders
last but that was all they
needed as the defense
stepped up.
The defense allowed
only one goal as the
Panthers scored at 80:49
but could not find the
net again.
"I am certainly happy
to pick up a win against
a quality opponent, we
came out and took the
lead 2-0 and really had
to work to defend," said
head coach Hylton
Dayes.
WSU hosts long time
rival University of Dayton on Sunday in the
dedication game. Coach
Dayes explained the
tradition behind the

game.
"Obviously there is a
natural rivalry in every
sport between the two
schools, the kids know
each other and we play
each year," said Dayes.
The game against the
Flyers, who are a member of the Atlantic Ten,
is a non-conference
contest for WSU but does
not lack the excitement.
"This is not a conference game but it is at a
different level of importance. We are both in a
situation where it is a
regional game in town
and there will be a lot of
emotion," said Dayes.
Game time is scheduled
for 8 p.m.

Raider Profile

#7 AngiNunnelley
Senior Outside Hitter, Volleyball
Dayton, OH/ Stebbins H.S.

Major: Marketing
Nickname: None
Why you chose your
number: "It was given
to me actually. We
don't choose, we just
get the next available
number but we keep it
over all four years."
Why you chose WSU:
"I really liked the
school a lot. On my
recruiting trip, I liked
the girls and the way
they played together.
It's also close to home
and my family."
Favorite volleyball
player: Gabrielle
Reece
Favorite sport team:
"It used to be the
· hicago Bulls because
of Michael Jordan, but
not anymore."

Most memorable ·
Favorite sport besides
moment in
volleyball: Basketball
volleyball:"It was two
Favorite actor:
weeks ago, when we
Tom Cruise
beat UCLA in one
Favorite actress:
match. No one else
Julia Roberts
took a match from
Favorite movie:
them in the tourney
"The Sixth Sense"
and it was an amazing
Favorite musician:
feeling
just to know
Led Zeppelin
that we could beat a
Favorite ice cream
ranked team.
flavor: Chocolate chip
Most embarrassing
cookie dough
moment in volleyball:
Favorite TV show:
"We were warming up
"Ally McBeaI"
and I tripped and fell.
Favorite meal: ThanksPart of your game that
giving dinner
needs improvement:
Favorite food: Steak
Serving and jumpBest book you've read:
serving consistency
"Memoirs of a Geisha"
Best
part of your
Last CD purchased:
game: Passing and
"Christina Aguilera"
hitting the ball, deHobbies: Reading,
hiking, going to the pool fense
Where do you see
and camping
Pet peeve:"When people yourself ten years
from now: "Working at
stare and look at you.
They give you dirty
some business doing
looks and are not nice
fairly well and starting
a family."
about it."
11
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Your One-Stop
Copy Shop
Conveniently located in the
Student Union Atrium
E008 Student Union

775-5784

Hours
Monday-Thursday 8:00 A.M.-7
Friday 8:00 A.M.-5 P.M.

P.M.

Color Copy
SALE
8.5" X 11"

(Offer Expires October 31, 1999)
No Coupon Required.
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Raider Cross Country teams run ·away with win

By Jason Seaman

Sports

r

The Wright State
cross country team
hosted and won The
Wright State Invitational last Friday. The
dual meet brought
competing schools to
the Kettering Indian
Riffle Park. The men's
team faced IllinoisChicago and the
women's team crushed
Illinois-Chicago, Dayton and Cleveland
State.
For the first time
since 1988, the men's
team placed in the top
five. WSU scored a
perfect 15, while UIC
scored a 42.
"I am happy with the
times of all the guys,"
said head coach Bob
Schul.
Junior Kevin
Lammers finished first

for the Raiders with a
time of 26:28. Senior
Adam Meier finished
second at 26:38.
Sophomore Matt
Roessner followed at
26:54, fourth was
freshman Justin Ross
at 26:55 and rounding
out the top five finishers was junior
Matt Miller with a
time of 26:59.
Lammers said,
"everybody worked
hard over the summer and now we are
fine tuning. We are
progressing a lot
faster than I
thought. This race
let people in the
conference know
that we are here
to run."
"We stuck together,
and had a strong
pack," said Miller.
The women's team
outlasted all their

competition for the
victory as well scoring
a 2 2 UIC placed second with a score of 51.
Third was Dayton (66)
and Cleveland State

came in last (93).
"I am pleased with
the progress of the
women and by the end
of the season, they

should be running
well," Schul added.
First place was filled
by freshman Raider
Jessica Kuhr, who
finished with the time
of 19:07. The second
position of the race
belonged to freshman Cecy Kinne at
20:05. Sophomore
Holly Uber finished fifth at the
race with a time
of21:00.
"I can see
a big improvement from
last year and
I am excited
to be competing in
the Midwestern
Collegiate
Conference. The outlook has changed and
there is a general
feeling of confidence,"
said sophomore run-

ner Kristen Bucher.
"With a lot of new
faces, we are looking
forward to the MCC,"
said Uber.
"We are looking for a
second spot for the
men in the MCC. Ev- •
erybody has to run up
to their potential. If
they feel good, they
have to go and run up
front," added Schul.
The Raiders will
travel to Yellow
Springs this Saturday
to run in the
Cedarville Invitational
beginning at 10 a.m.
"It's going to take a
few more weeks for
the teams to adjust to
the training. Runners
at this point are not
concentrating as well
as they should be. I
still feel confident
going into the
Cedarville Invitational," concluded
Schul.

GREEK DEAN'S LIST
SPRING QUARTER 1999
4.00 GREEKS!

Brenden Balcik
Michelle Bauer
Joshua Bukiewicz
Cathy Corbin
Pat Daniels
Tanvi Desai
Chris Dillinger
Rebecca Holmes
Jay Myers
Natasha Parker
Sean Richardson
Dalson Seibert
Aaron Skira
Preston Staudt
Brian Syska

AIRbA KARRA AlRb&
Dean's List
Stephanie Jones
Lissa Stapleton
AlRhA Xi Delta
Dean's List
Jewel Benjamin
Cathy Corbin
Elizabeth Fitts
Kelly Grieshop
Julie Lewis
Nicole McFarland
Natasha Parker
Jill Yetter
A112h1 flli Alpba
Dean's List
Rodney Johnson

Beta Phi Ome&a
Dean's List
Ryan Cherry
Jay Meyers
Beta Theta Pi
Dean's List
Riley Archer
Dennis Lange
Delta Zeta
Dean's List
Any Bradley
Jamie Butcher
Tanvi Desai
Holly Evers
Rebecca Holmes
Cortney Keller
Angela Miller
Erin Runtz
Julie Sillman
Jamie Steinke
Jenna Warman

Aisha Gearig
Arny Kaufman
Melissa Kienle
Kimberly Kilgore
Marla Leopold
Sarah Moster

Rho Chi

Dean's List
Shannon

stema ~Ill E1anon
Dean's List
Jason Beck
Joshua Bukiewicz
Grant Knight

fbl KARRI '.Iay

Dean's List
Jacob Bashore
Chris Dillinger
Paul Sisk

Pbi ~l&m Phi

Delta Si&ma Theta
Dean's List
Brenden Balcik
Pat Daniels
Chris Good
Richard Kaufhold
Aaron Skira
.Brian Syska

Dean's List
Sean Richardson
Matthew Roberts
Dalson Siebert
Preston Staudt

Zeta Tau Alpha
Dean's List
Michelle Bauer
Liz Conzo
Lynn Dirksen
Rachel Doyle
Stephanie Fleskes

Highest NPC GPA:
Alpha Xi Delta

Highest IFC GPA:
Phi Kappa Tau

Highest NPHC GPA:
Sigma Gamma Rho

College Degree

l.1aw Degree

H's a jungle out there.
You need every_ advantage you can get to lc-ap to the top
of your profession. You need a Law Degree.
Another edge: Capital University Law School. Capital offers
fl:x!ble '.ull-timc and part-time day or evening programs,
d1stmgmshed faculty, innovative initiatives and excellent
pla~~ment. And, we're in the heart or Columbus' lt'gal,
JUd1c1al ~nd governmental community. We've also produced
many of the most respected legal and busines~ professionals
in the Midwest.
You can be onr of t.he pride.

CAPttAL
l.JNIVE~_J.J.y
LAW SCHOOL

Preparing 1omorrow's 1-taticrs

Call 1-614-236-63!0

E-mail: admissions@law.capital.edu
Or, visit us on thr web at
www.law.capital.edu

Bombers
hockey
right
around
the
corner
f
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Marc Robinson
For The Guardian

School is back in
swing. The leaves are
starting to turn color.
•
he weather is getting a
~ it nippier. You know
what that means ... the
Dayton Bombers hockey
season is almost upon
us.
It's been a busy offseason for the Bombers.
There have been a number of key signings in
preparation for the
opening of training camp
in two weeks. The biggest signing off-season
was that of Jason Saal.
The veteran goalie will

provide strong leadership between the pipes.
The former Hampton
Roads Admiral finished
last season with a 2.76
goals against average.
Another big move was
the trade of long time
Bomber favorite, Colin
Miller, to the expansion
Arkansas RiverBlades in
exchange for center
Richard Keyes. Keyes
spent last season with
the now extinct Columbus Chill, leading the
team in goals with 38.
Other signings with the
Bombers were college
stars: Julian Dal Cin, a
defenseman from York
University in Canada,

c.a
ci

I
8

I

The Bombers will begin action soon, including fan
favorite Aaron Kriss.

RAIDER
CALENDAR

THU

WED

23

22

MEN'S
SOCCER

at
Detroit*

WOMEN'S
SOCCER

at Ohio

FRI

24

Jackson Hegland, a
defenseman from
Princeton, and Alex
Westland, a goalie from
Yale.
..
A few familiar faces
will also be returning to
w~ar Bombers sw~aters
this season. Leadmg
scorer Jamie Ling returns for his second
season. He was the
second leading scorer in
the league last year with
95 points. He was also
aw.arded the Sportsmanship Award by the East
Coast Hockey League.
Tough guy Brandon
Sugden also returns. He
finished last season with
233 penalty minutes in
only 44 games while
· battling injuries. Veteran
defenseman Tom Nemeth
brings back his stalwart
· J defensive play. He split
time last season with the
~ Bombers and parent club
Cincinnati Cyclones.
~ Also signed for the
season are fan favorites
Aaron Kriss and Brian
Ridolfi. Head coach Greg
Ireland will be behind
the bencli in his second
season for the Bombers.
The Bombers home in
the Northwest Division
went through a mirior
change in the off-season.
The Columbus Chill left
the league and the
Johnstown Chiefs replace them in the division. There are also two
new expansion teams in

SAT
25

SUN
26

MON
27

TUE

the ECHL: the Trenton
(NJ) Titans and the
Arkansas RiverBlades.
Also coming back into
the league is Greensboro,
whose arena was vacated
by the National Hockey
League's Carolina Hurricanes. Greensboro's
entry will be called the
Generals. One other new
team will be the Jackson
(MS) Bandits. Gone from
last season are the
aforementioned Columbus Chill, Chesapeake

Tennis Update

The Wright State Umversity men's and
women's tennis teams were scheduled to face
Chicago State at home last Sat. Sept., 18 but the
match was cancelled.
The women's team has rescheduled a contest
with Northern Kentucky on Tuesday Oct. 5 at 3
p.m. This is their only home match of the fall.
The women's team plays three important
matches this week including: today at Dayton at
3:30 p.m., and two MCC games on Friday and
Saturday against Wisconsin-Green Bay and Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
The men's team plays at the Dayton Invitational Thu. and Fri. in Troy at 9 a.m.

The Guardian

is currently searching for a Circulation
Manager. If you are interested in the position
please call Hayley at x5540.
If you are interested in volunteering as a
sports writer please call Jason at x5536.

Read your colleg~ newspaper!

28

8p.m.

IUPUI

Sp.m.
at
Loyola*

at UIC*

M. TENNIS
W. TENNIS

at Dayton Invitational
at Dayton

at
UWGB*

CROSS
COUNTRY

at
UWM*
at
Cedarville
lnvitationa

Dayton

7p.m.

2210 Andrew Rd. Kettering 428-4996 Fax: 428-9046
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Home games in Bold.

Icebreakers and Miami
Matadors.
The Bombers play one
home exhibition game on
Sun., Oct. 10, at the
Kettering Ice Arena
against the Huntington
Blizzard. They open the
1999-2000 season on the
road at Huntington and
will have their home
opener at the Ervin J.
Nutter Center on Friday,
Oct. 22, against the
much despised Wheeling
Nailers.

Dayton

VOLLEYBALL

OLF

The Guardian 23
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A LOT.

A REAL LOT.

AN ABSOLUTE TON.
a book from our Guaranteed Buyback

You can save up to 50% off the regular

program. So not only do we have the

price when you shop at textbooks.com.

most books in the business, we also

For starters, we have big discounts
on our entire range of new books.
We also have the largest selection
of used textbooks, which are even

g

{5

ff

~<:a

~~

~~}-

PR!cts MAV..t. c(j\,.\;

have the cheapest books in the
business. And with our fast, flat
rate shipping, the decision on where

to buy your textbooks couldn't be easier.

cheaper. And to save the most, choose

SIE
1

Big discounts

Used books Buy back

Fast delivery · Huge selectio;-1

•

•
•

2 5+ Per Hour Direct Sales
Reps Needed NOW! Market
Credit Card appl. Person-toperson Commission avg.
$250-500/wk.
1-800-651-2832
Extra Income For '99 Earn
$ 500-$1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details RUSH $1.00 with SASE to
Group Five 6547 N. Academy Blvd., PMB-N Colorado Springs, CO 80918

Classifieds
NCR Country Club is Now
accepting applications for
member-dining and banquet service staff. We offer
a fun and enjoyable atmosphere, friendly work
en-v:rronment and competitive wages. Experience
beneficial but not required.
Please call Craig@ (937)
643-6947 to set up an
interview.
Spring Break 2000 with
STS- Join America's #1
Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
Cruises, and Florida. Now
hiring on-campus reps. Call
1-800-648-4849 or visit
on.line@
www.ststravel.com.

Part-time employee needed
afternoon Kettering law
office Please fax a resume
to: Georgianna Parisi 3430 Free Baby Boom Box +earn
South Dixie Drive,
$1200! Fund raiser for
Kettering, Ohio 45439 FAX student groups & organiza(937) 298-5373
tions earn up to $4 per
MasterCard app. call for
Daycare: need somebody
info or visit our website.
experienced, flexible and
Qualified callers receive
dependable to care for two
FREE baby boom box 1-800children ages six and nine
932-0528 ext. 119 or ext.
.
ork in our home, four
12 5 www.ocmconcepts.com
afternoons/evenings a
week. Close to WSU. Own
Have your On Campus
transportation. Call 429employment opportunities
8669.
advertised in THE
Country Club of the North
GUARDIAN Call 775-5537
looking for locker room
ask for Renee.
and valet parking attenResearch Participate in a
dants. Work for tips and
Sleep Research project at
golf privileges. For more
the VA Hospital. Will
information call Andy at
compensate. Call 267-3910,
374-5000.
Mon.-Fri.,
7:00am-3:30pm.
Food Demonstrators
(offer food/drink samples) Employment Opportunity
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES ARE
Medical office in Oakwood
AVAILABLE. Positions ideal looking for students to
for students, near W.S.U.,
assist with chart preparaWeekdays, Friday & Weektion/filing. Approximately
end hours open $7.00 per
20 hours per week @
hour (6 or 8 hour shifts)
$8.50/hour. Will schedule
Submit your job history/
hours around your classes.
resume' to Access Staffing
Call 937-298-1703.
for consideration call 431Ohio Surf+ Skate is look1277 today NO FEE TO
ing for a part-time sales
.
PPLICANT
associate previous sales
experience and/or knowlPart-time Customer
edge of in-line skates and
Service $7.00 per hour.
snow boards helpful.
Involves shipping, faxing,
Starting pay up to $ 7 per
and copying, and ability to
hour based on experience.
lift up to 40 lbs. Flexible
Apply at 3415 Daytonhours. 4 hour days M-F
Xenia Rd., Beavercreek.
(plus some weekends) Fax
Mon-Fri l-6pm or call 320resume' to431-1279
1788
ACCESS STAFFING, INC.
We would like to form a
.a.irt-time clea~ing position Duet to perform country
~ vailablc. Flexible schedulmusic. If interested call
Matt between 8-3 at 837ing $7 per hour. Call Joan
or Doug at 463-0753.
3744

Make your own hours Sell
Kodak Spring Break 2000
Trips. Highest commission-lowest price no cost
to you travel FREE including food & drink and nonstop parties!!! World class
vacation 1999 student
travel planners "Top
Producer" & MTV's
CHOICE (Spring Break
Cancun Party Program) 1800-222-4432
Make up to $2000 in one
week! Motivated student
organizations needed for
marketing project. www.credithealthcomxfundraiser
www.campusbackbone.com/
fundraiser or Heather at 1800-357-9009

Personal care for male
faculty in Beavercreek. $9
per hour, Early mornings 68am transportation
needed. Every other day, no
experience necessary. Call
775-4875
Nutter Center Now hiring
dependable hard working
individuals to work
changeovers with the operations crew must be able to
work flexible hours and
days. For more information
call 775-4733 or apply in
person at the Nutter Center.
Personal Care Assistant
needed for College Park
Resident. Mornings, nights,
and weekends. $ 7 .00 per
hour. If interested call
Patrick at 775-1502.

Wednesday, Sept. 22, 1999

Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party cruise five
days $279! Include Meals!
Awesome beaches, night
life! Cancun & Jamaica 7
Nights From $399! Florida
$ l 29springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
***ACT NOW! Get the best
Spring Break Prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida, & Mardigras. Reps
needed...Travel for free
earn$$$ Group Discounts
for 6+, 800-838-8203 /
www .lesiuretours.com
Walking Distance to WSU
2BR OFF Campus Forest
Lane. 937-879-5184

The Guardian 2 5

5 2 S. McGee 2 BDR/Basement W/D hook up nice
double 42 5 plus deposit plus
utilities move in special
other apts available near
wsu 438-0559
Cimarron Woods- Walk
to campus, $680 and up.
Fireplace, washer/Dryer
furnished, Microwave,
dishwasher and More. No
application fee. Office
1396 Cimarron. 3201355.

THE AIR FORCE IS HIRING!
All Academic Majors Accepted

H9w inany programs on campus
guarantee all graduates a full-time job?

AIR FORCE ROTC DOES!!!
Interested?
C.nnt:act vmir Air-'. FnrrP. ROTC. DP.tsu~hmP.nt_

(937) 775-2730

Rallc~IldOs
Carefree Livin,g.l .

Free Trips and Cash!!!
Spring Break 2000
StudentCity.com is looking
for Highly Motivated
Students to promote
Spring Break 2000! Organize a small group and
travel FREE!! Top campus
reps can earn a Free Trips
& over $10,000! Choose
Cancun, Jamaica or
Nassau! Book Trips OnLine Log In an win FREE
Stuff. Sign Up Now On
Line!
www.StudentCity.com
or 800/293-1443

Clubhouse & Pool
Garde,.. Patios qr
Scree,..ed Vera,..das
Rural Setting
lllinutes to Everyth.in,g/

26 The Guardian
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Belmont 2 bedroom apartment nice neighborhood 10
minutes from WSU, Free
heat, water, and trash pickup! $445/mos. Move in special. 438-0559
2 BR Apartment. Close to
WSU. Clean, Spacious,
Newly painted. Gas heat, A/
C, Appliances, Laundry,
Carport, on bus lines. No
Pets/ Smokers. $420/mo.
Deposit/Lease 427-5800
Do you have a place for
rent? Advertise it in The
Guardian. Call (93 7) 7755537, Nicholas or Brittany,
will be happy to assist you.

Start you own Fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking
for men to start a new
Chapter. If you are interested in academic success,
a chance to network, and
an opportunity to make
friend in a non-pledging
brotherhood, email:
zbt@zbtnational.org or call
John Stemen at317-3 341898

This
month
·e ani extra $$$
for back to
school.

......
..';' .,.- ., ,:-: ;-&~

Need Cllli·for clOthes?·~· .-.~~ -:i _~ ,_
~

Do you want to buy or sell
something? If so call The
Guardian and place a
classified with Brittany or
Nicholas at (937) 775-5537.

Car For Sale- 89 Toyota
Tercel Coupe-134,000
miles-automatic-front
corner body damage-engine
replaced 1 year ago-new
front brakes-has A/C, AM/
FM w tape-used for school
commute-$1600-294-0346.

Mother Goose & Ori.m m
By Mike Peters

Comic courtesy of comicspage.com

=:, . .-:-~, . . . .
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Want
to bea
writer?

eed cash for textbooks? Need cash fqr school fees?

Need cash for supplies?

Eam.fJP to $225 amonth by donating potentially IHe-saving
plasnjaf Visit our friendly, modem center and find out more
abouMhe opportunity to earn cash while helping others.
As part of aCompany research program, an experimental
test will be performed on you_rplasma which could potentially
benefit plasma product recepients in the years to come!
Yourresearch participation is entirely voluntary; however, It
is reduired if you want t~ donate plasma.

··----------------·
I · $5 Extra I
I

I

I
I

I
I

I When you bring this Coupon I

I.

II
I

I
I
I
I

Interested in learning desktop publis'-,
ing? The Guardian i~
looking for volunteers
who want to design
ads. II Interested can
Tricia or Nicholas at
(937) 775-5537.

CENTEON

Blo-servlc••• Inc.

One coupon per person. New donors only.
Good through 1998.
165 E. Helena St. RTA Bus 22
Dayton, OH. 2234-1973
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 6:30AM - 8PM
Sat. 10AM-2PM
Sun. 9AM - 4PM

• •~ of FREE calling time
just ·tor applying.

The Guardian
is looking for
volunteer writers for News,
Sports and
Spotlight. If interested, call
Hayley at
x5540.

• Apply on th

int
and get an addit

of FREE call- ·
you,,make y
pur¢hase. (

apply by ph

towards cal
all purchas

I

II
I

I
I
I
I

or

1-888-591-7 900
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People will do crazy
things to WIN

•
You can just go to

•
•

www.1800COLLECT.com
1-800-COL LECT
.

.

Save aBuck or Two.

•

.

Savings vs. dialing "fJ' with AT&T.
No purchase necessary. Open to U.S. residents. Void where prohibited. For Official Rules, go to www.win25000.1800COLLECT.com
or send a SASE to: Win $25,000 Rules, P.O. Box 5086, Blair, NE 68009-5086. Sweepstakes ends 10/15199.
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•

details.
*Books delivered in no more than three business days or your shipping is refunded. Some restrictions apply. See www.varsitybo oks.com for

